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Introduction:  As NASA reaches into deep space with 

manned exploration, delayed communication and the 

inability to rapidly return home drive the need for 

smarter spacecraft capable of assisting the crew in rou-

tine and off nominal operations. Systems that plan and 

operate themselves based on nominal events and system 

failures will be essential partners where crew time, skill, 

and vehicle knowledge may be spread thin and earth as-

sistance is 5 to 40 minutes or more in the future. 

NASA’s eventual Deep Space Gateway (DSG), Deep 

Space Transport (DST), and surface habitats will re-

quire proven “smart vehicle” functionality including 

onboard autonomous planning to achieve reduced 

ground support while providing a minimal flight crew 

with optimal utilization of both time and resources. A 

“Smart” Vehicle Management System (VMS) that en-

hances scientific return, crew survival, vehicle opera-

tional viability, minimizes crew work load, and ensures 

safe crew return will be an essential function to the fu-

ture success of these missions. In order to achieve these 

goals Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) engineers 

plan to leverage previous work that has yielded proven 

success in this area of autonomy while outlining a 

roadmap for future requirements and concepts.  Build-

ing on the success of prior projects such as “Habitat 

Ground Based Demonstrator”, the man rated Higher 

Active Logic (HAL) for ISS, the ground based Autono-

mous Fluid Transfer System (AFTS) demonstration, 

and the ISS based Autonomous Mission Operations 

(AMO) rack activation experiments. As an example, the 

AFTS demonstrated automated procedures with auton-

omously executing Fault Detection, Isolation and Re-

covery (FDIR), and the onboard AMO rack activation 

demonstration simplified ISS crew involvement to a sin-

gle button functionality while providing notification of 

faults and advisories. MSFC engineers will continue to 

include expanded autonomous planning and plan execu-

tion capabilities that will be a great benefit and fill a vi-

tal requirement of any deep space mission. Current work 

is being performed to prove the feasibility of a vehicle 

with multiple systems operating without ground plan-

ning support as the current VMS system under develop-

ment at MSFC will prove an existing capability to per-

form the following activities: 1) Autonomously plans 

and executes vehicle system activities based on resource 

and operational constraints and 2) All systems reconcile 

each other system’s plan to converge on a vehicle level 

plan that is then executed based on resources and the 

negotiated constraints and timing. Given NASA’s goal 

to move beyond Low Earth Orbit and endeavor to ex-

plore further into deep space, it is becoming more evi-

dent that smart VMS will be an essential corner stone to 

the success of these missions. The VMS could poten-

tially greatly reduce the need for ground based planning, 

mitigating the loss of crew time due to inefficient plan-

ning or time and resources.  A robust VMS would ena-

ble experiments to be conducted on the spacecraft in 

both manned and unmanned states increasing the scien-

tific usefulness of any cis-lunar or deep space infrastruc-

ture. 
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